The Legacy of Richard
Bellman ... or How
to Retire Early the
Economic Way
D

ichard Bellman was one of America's greatest applied mathemati.r\.cians. He was assigned by the Army to the Manhattan project at Los
Alamos during World War II. He received his PhD from Princeton in 1946
when he was twenty-five, and worked in the Department ofMathematics
at Princeton from 1946-1948. In 1949 he joined Stanford as an associate
professor. He worked for the RAND Corporation, and later returned to
Stanford. When he died in 1984, he left a spirited autobiography, Eye ifthe
Hurricane, wherein he writes about his childhood in Brooklyn as well as his
most important years of discovery, the early 1950s. Although he published
over 600 papers, 40 books, and collected many honors and awards, his
most prolific invention was what he called "dynamic programming" and
the associated "Bellman equation."
Bellman was attracted to applied mathematics. His approach took
inspiration from practical problems, and he once pointed out that his
aim was "to describe some of the ways that the problems of the modern
world provide interesting mathematical questions and open up entirely
new domains of mathematics .... the growth of vital mathematics depends
crucially on continuing interaction with the real world" (34).
He spent twelve years working for the RAND Corporation. He
describes how, during the summer of1949 at RAND, he decided to name
his most important project, dynamic programming.
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In the first place I was interested in planning, in decision making,
in thinking. But planning is not a good word for various reasons. I
decided therefore to use the word, "programming." I wanted to get
across the idea that this was dynamic, this was multistage, this was
time-varying-! thought, let's kill two birds with one stone. Let's
take a word that has an absolutely precise meaning, namely dynamic,
in the classical physical sense. It also has a very interesting property
as an adjective, and that is it's impossible to use the word, dynamic,
in a pejorative sense. Try thinking of some combination that will
possibly give it a pejorative meaning. It's impossible. Thus, I thought
dynamic programming was a good name. It was something not even
a Congressman could object to. So I used it as an umbrella for my
activities. (159)
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Graduate students
in Economics
routinely study the
uses of dynamic
programming
using MATLAB
software or similar
applications.
1

The word "planning" occurred to him, no doubt, because his work
addressed the process of solving problems where one needs to find the
best decisions one after another. Mathematicians nowadays would describe
dynamic programming as a method of solving problems exhibiting the
properties of"overlapping sub-problems" and "optimal substructure."
We all intuitively use dynamic programming when we figure out when
we should leave home for a meeting at work. We work backwards from the
time of the appointment. We think: the appointment is at 2:00, I need to
stop at my office, which will take 15 minutes, and I need to get gas, which
adds another 10 minutes. Add that to my thirty-minute commute, there's
construction on the highway-I should leave here by 1:05.
We can think about the decision-making process of how to drive to
work as a series of sub-problems to solve. Which of the three entrances
to campus should I use? (It depends on whether or not I arrive on the
three-quarter hour when traffic is the worst.) Should I use Lake Michigan
Drive or Linden Road? (It depends on my mood.) Should I use the interstate or two-lane? (It depends on whether or not the road construction
is complete.) The way you solve the very last problem in the sequence
depends on how you solve the one before it. We could work out in advance
a large number of complete solutions accounting for all contingencies to
the entire set of problems and map the possibilities, or we could solve the
last problem first (I'll use the south entrance because I will arrive at 9:45)
and solve earlier problems as we go, letting our last solutions determine
the amount of precision needed to solve the earlier problems. This application of dynamic programming is in fact how rocket scientists land a
spaceship on the moon.
Bellman's use of the term programming is more like the term planning
than it is like anything we associate today with computer programming.
When we look at the evening's music program, we are seeing the plan for
the concert laid out before us. That's the sense of this word "program" as
Bellman is using it, and as he points out above, "dynamic" denotes that
the planning also includes multiple stages across varying time periods and
decision-making junctures.
This simple example may trivialize the mathematical complexity
that dynamic programming addresses. A more formal definition would
point out that dynamic programming uses recursive methods for solving
sequential decision making problems under conditions of uncertainty. John
Rust has written that "dynamic programming has enabled economists to
formulate and solve a huge variety of problems involving sequential decision making under uncertainty, and as a result it is now widely regarded
as the single most important tool in economics" (1). 1
Bellman would be disappointed to learn that one particular area of
applied mathematical activity-a realm chock-full of planning, decision-
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making, and thinking amid uncertainty-namely, financial planning, has
been so slow to put his ideas to work. If you think about all the factors
relevant to financial planning (demographics, assets, earnings, current and
future housing, federal and state tax provisions, Social Security benefit
rules, Medicare premiums, the many different potential survivor states
points, the long-term consequences of even a slight economic choice, etc.)
you're likely to conclude that without a mainframe and a rocket scientist,
we could never solve financial planning problems. You'd be right. These
factors coupled with an additional problem, the aim of smoothing one's
consumption over a lifetime-a goal consonant with the work of Franco
Modigliani, winner of a Nobel Prize in Economics for work on the lifecycle model of saving-requires that serious financial planning use the
kind of dynamic programming and computing power of rocket science.
(See both Bodie and Hogan for more on life cycle investing.)
Smoothing one's saving pattern is simple-just put the same amount
in savings each month. But auto-pilot saving will almost always lead to
living standard disruption with the fluctuation of other factors such as taxes,
new sources of fixed income like a pension or Social Security, household
economy scaling such as children being born or leaving home, houses being
gradually paid off with future (watered down) dollars. Indeed, trying to
smooth your lifetime living standard in a way that doesn't involve putting you into debt would take forever or be impossible without dynamic
programming. You'd have to consider all possible annual spending paths
(hundreds of thousands) characterized by a different spending amount in
each future year and then determine which one generated the smoothest
possible living standard without going into debt.
Dynamic programming easily solves this problem. The program starts
by figuring out what you'd spend in the last period of life given how
much regular and retirement account assets you'd potentially be holding
at that point in time. Using this spending plan for the last period, it next
figures out a spending plan for the next-to-the-last period that takes into
account the last period plan. It then figures out a plan for the next-tothe-next-to-the-last period that takes into account the next-to-the-last
period plan. It continues in this manner all the way back to the current
year. The end result is a plan for each year that takes into account all future
plans. Spending plans for each year entail spending an amount such that
the assets one brings into the next year afford, after consulting next year's
plan, the same living standard as this year's spending affords. If trying to
equalize this year's living standard with next year's means going into debt,
a consumption smoothing program limits this year's spending to prevent
that from happening. 2
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does not use dynamic programming algorithms) to solve for saving targets.
This is why Fidelity and TIAA-CREF, Qyicken, and your conventional
financial planner always ask: How much income will you need (or want)
in retirement? What percent of your current income do you want in retirement? They often do an inventory of your lifestyle needs in order to set
a target for retirement income. The answers given will typically set you
on an auto-pilot spending plan (realistic or not) in order for you to retire
comfortably. Once you establish these saving targets, ninth-grade math
can determine how much to save each year. Economist Laurence Kotlikoff
points out: "The result [of the conventional approach] is that your saving
goes on autopilot. Rather than having your saving adjust to keep your
living standard stable, conventional planning forces you to adjust your
spending to keep your saving stable. There's a technical term for this-ass
backwards" (Kotlikoff 2008).
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There are many different ways to explain how the financial planning
industry has fallen so far behind, but perhaps the most obvious is a kind
of technological lag between math's pure and applied concerns. Economics
was an early adopter of dynamic programming. But the financial planning
industry, the much younger, working-class cousin of Economics, has a
well-documented inability to keep pace with economic research. The real
money is made in the financial planning industry by selling investment
products (insurance, managed funds, etc.), not by solving math puzzles or
helping people understand their life economy. It's difficult for planners to
make money on these value-added services. Colorful charts help, but it is
your "assets under management" (typically garnering one to two percent
for the planner) that generate most of the income for a financial planner
(with the least amount of work), not personal economy optimization
strategies.
Predictably enough, the commercial thinking that drives the financial
planning industry has not made optimization a part of its mission and
values statement. Most financial planners have not yet made the effort
to even investigate a planning calculator that can put to use Bellman's
dynamic programming or the life-cycle planning models that it supports.
Despite the fact that dynamic programming is the only way to solve most
optimization proble~s in a dynamic system like a personal economy,
planning remains a commercial, not a service industry, and it seems to
follow rather than lead in terms of available technology. Although the
list of applications for dynamic programming across other practical arenas
(everything from football and cricket game strategies to transportation
shipping logistics [See Romer 2002]) has grown with imaginative leaps
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and bounds in the last forty years, the financial planning industry is still
working out planning problems inspired by the possibilities inherent in
ninth-grade algebra. With better technological resources, more interesting
problems can be solved.
Most of the very interesting problems related to a person's financial life
are not even acknowledged by conventional financial planning because their
planning calculators are not equipped to address them. Applied technology
determines the range of possibility in common practice; nevertheless, the
industry should feel some obligation to stay current with the technologies
-especially when, as is the case with dynamic programming, it's already
in use in finance, business, and economics.
Indeed, technology (or its lack) mainly determines the officially sanctioned problems that planners and their customers are taught to feel the
need to solve. Not until ten years ago did financial planners finally discover
stochastic analysis (a.k.a. Monte Carlo analysis) which had been commonplace in schools of finance and business for over thirty years. There
was a rather obvious application for this kind of analysis in helping people
to graph a randomized set of possibilities for a given investment portfolio and see how well it fared in a thousand different projected lifetimes.
This technology-Monte Carlo analysis-is now the centerpiece of the
retirement planning three-ring binder because it uses sophisticated math
and reveals something interesting about a personal economy-and the
chart is colorful and provides a single percentage number that is used to
describe a client's "chances of success." But the industry's own editorial
leaders had to shame planning practitioners industry wide and call glaring
attention to the fact that this technology was not being used in a famous
"wake up call" article in the journal of Financial Planning as late as 1997
(Hopewell). Economists at that time must have looked across the street
with either amusement or contempt.
The exception to all of this technological foot dragging is a planning
and retirement calculator developed by a planning industry outsider, an
economist at Boston University, Laurence Kotlikoff Economics was the
first academic field to make extensive applied use of Bellman's dynamic
programming beginning in the early 1960s. Since then, economists have
been using these techniques to make sense of"overlapping sub-problems"
and "optimal structures" in a wide range of economic applications. But
only in the last five or ten years has Kotlikoff's customized version of a
dynamic programming calculator been available for commercial use in
personal financial planning. The engineers building this calculator have
tailored dynamic programing and life-cycle planning concepts to fit the
needs of ordinary individuals (as opposed to research economists).
In other words, personal finance problems have been solved using
dynamic programming in private academic offices for decades(MATLAB©
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is a common application), but Kotlikoff and his research colleagues are the
first ones to build such a calculator that incorporates state tax tables, Social
Security history, Social Security projections based on projected income and
assumed inflation (a calculation the SSA's own estimate will not provide
for you) and dozens of other economic exigencies of a personal economy.
Although he's sold thousands of copies of the $200 program, the company's
primary clientele has been individuals, not financial planners.
The reception in the personal finance industry has been interesting.
This economic consultant for two US Presidential administrations and
advisor to state economies in Europe and South America has been provoking the financial planning industry, publicly accusing its practitioners
of"financial malpractice," publishing research to back it up (independent
economists have corroborated his findings), and sometimes appearing as
an invited, yet unwelcome goad at professional meetings sponsored by
Fidelity Investments.The oddity of the situation is stunning. At a period
in its relatively short history when the financial planning industry craves
academic ethos, it must deal with an international economist and recent
chair of the Department of Economics at BU who is telling the industry
that its methodology is all wrong and that financial planners should
abandon nearly all of the "rules of thumb" that have stood in for the
inadequacies of the industry's own planning calculators, rules repeated so
often in the consumer financial press that they have become orthodoxy.
This is no small challenge to an industry that has so much vested in selfserving conventional wisdom.
And he won't go away. His commentary on retirement planning is
solicited almost weekly by the national press when it needs a contrarian
view. They seem to love him. Headlines like "You Might be Saving Too
Much" get a lot of attention from readers of the New York Times, Fortune,
the Wall Street journal, Time Magazine, MSNBC, CBSMarketwatch,
Business Week and dozens of other national publications.

I

t was holiday time a year ago; on the couch, laptop on my chest, I was
perusing CBS Marketwatch. I found myself in the business section and
paused when I read these paragraphs in the middle of an article about the
pitfalls of online retirement calculators.
Others say you should avoid online calculators altogether. "Financial
planning is much closer to rocket science than [to] playing marbles
or bingo," says Laurence Kotlikoff, an economics professor at Boston
University. "You need to ask people to spend enough time, at least half
an hour, to get a full check-up, to provide you with the inputs that are
needed to give them a decent recommendation."
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One problem, he says, is that many tools lead people to overshoot
the target-and that mistake then compounds over years of saving.
"You may be told to save a whole lot more than you should," he said.
"They're giving extremely bad advice. I think it's a form of financial
malpractice."
Kotlikoffhas developed his own tool, ESPlanner, available at ESPlanner.com for $149, [$200 for"plus"version] based on an economic theory
that aims to smooth a person's living standard over time, rather than
aiming for a specific dollar figure in the future. (Coombes 2006)
I was familiar with most of the online calculators. I had used TIAACREF, Fidelity, Schwab, MoneyGuidePro, and I have been a sucker for the
occasional article that persuades you to click in your retirement needs. If
you don't like the results of one calculator, you can enter the same numbers
in another and get completely different results from these black boxes.
The process invites its own kind of irrational exuberance for a picture
preference. A few years earlier I had purchased the fee-only services of a
financial planner and I sometimes tried to compare his recommendations
with these online calculators. Nothing would square up .
When you launch a planning tool (it doesn't matter which one) or visit
a financial planner (it doesn't matter which one) the industry-wide methodology eventually leads to a question no matter how cleverly disguised:
How much income do you want to have in retirement? You have to fess
up; you have to put a number in the blank. Or you have to let the calculator use its rule of thumb-typically 70 to 85 percent of pre-retirement
income-and tell you what you'll need. If you are not asked, somebody
will put a number in for you. Once you commit to that number, everything
cascades into place. Your financial future springs to life ... like a pop-up
birthday card.
The recommendations presented, however, are strangely detached
from reality.
A recent example from the popular press illustrates this disconnect.
To see the difference between traditional planning and dynamic programming's consumption smoothing approach, consider a recent article
posted at CBSMarketwatch.com this last summer (July of 2007). The
article describes a 45 year old single man (we'll call him Dave) with a
$250K mortgage who earns $50k per year. He invests $5K each year at
6% (nominal) in his 401(k) and experiences 3% annual inflation. He is
sitting on $lOOK in assets-i.e., $90K in his retirement account and $10K
in his money market fund. His projected Social Security benefit is $1,408
per month in today's dollars, based on his current earnings and expected
retirement date.The new conventional wisdom cited in the articles is that
he needs 100% of his pre-retirement income-which is 50K.
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($633 per month) prior to retirement to relative luxury ($2,480 per month)
after retirement, guided by the latest rule of thumb that he will need 100%
of his pre-retirement income. He's found a way to maintain his 50K per
year income, but it's an economic disaster and nobody noticed.This is what
happens when the planners and calculators engage in income replacement
target practice. This is what happens when saving is put on auto-pilot (the
recommendation was to save $20,124 per year) and the rest of his economy
has to accommodate this rigid rule of thumb. As Kotlikoff says, it's ass
backwards to privilege steady saving over steady living standard. But these
are the limitations of conventional financial planning calculators (and the
imaginative resources of financial planners) .The whole exercise is detached
from reality. This author, Andrea Coombes, is a clear and prolific writer
in the mainstream personal finance pages, and yet she concedes to this
advice about needing 100% of his income, so-called "expert" advice. The
next step for a planner here is to suggest more saving and more aggressive
investments, both moves that will benefit the planner financially and cost
Dave more money.
Given his FICA, federal and state income taxes, mortgage payments,
other housing expenses, and current retirement account contributions,
saving $20,124 instead of $5,000 would entail a dramatic decline in his
living standard-indeed, he'd starve were he to follow AARP's advice
because he'd have to live on under 11K per yearfor eighteen years.
In this case, a 75%, let alone a 100%, replacement rate target is miles
too high. For other households, replacement rate rules of thumb lead to
targets that are too low. One size definitely doesn't fit all. Calculators that
utilize replacement rates all use essentially this same methodology. If you
(or your planner) are currently using financial planning software, look to
see where it/he/she asks you to enter a target for spending, or income,
retirement need, or percentage of current income in retirement. The planner or calculator may just put the number in for you like nearly all of the
online calculators do. If you are asked for an amount or one is entered in
for you, you are using conventional planning software. I have looked high
and low and have yet to find but one planning calculator that uses dynamic
programming and entails economics' methodology.
I submit that conventional planning tools serve more of a rhetorical
than an economic function between planner and client. They will speed
one along to buy managed mutual funds and insurance policies, and they
typically prescribe oversaving "just to be sure" (which is another way of
saying they are relying on rules of thumb, not detailed calculations).
The dynamic program calculator, [using ESPlanner] in contrast,
indicates-curiously enough-that Dave's current $5K in annual saving
is just about the right level needed to keep his current living standard and
keep that living standard smooth over time, including after retirement.
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These calculations and results are transparent to anyone who looks at the
ESPlanner final reports-Andrea Coombes, the author of the CBSMarketwatch article, did not dispute my analysis when I discussed this with
her in e-mail. Instead, she said that she was providing what the editors of
the magazine wanted in this kind of comparison of online calculators.
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Dynamic programming seems to have been tailor-made for financial planning. It solves exactly the kind of problems a person faces when thinking
of ways to optimize a personal economy. It can optimize a series of choices,
dynamically working backwards from future events to the present. Without
the mathematics of dynamic programming (which is sometimes called
backward induction), for example, it is nearly impossible to determine
the answer to a problem as seemingly simple as the present impact on a
45 year old's living standard of a future event like planning to delay Social
Security from age sixty-five to the age of seventy. In nearly every case, this
delay creates a significant increase in current living standard, systemically
influencing as it does one's economy. Dynamic programming makes this
fact mathematically obvious.
Conventional wisdom advises people to take their Social Security
as early as possible. The reasoning is much the same as people use to
determine whether they should buy down a mortgage with "points." The
thinking goes like this: a) I want to take as much money from the Social
Security pool as possible. b) Ifl begin taking SS at 65, I will have a 5 year
head start on the person who delays until 70.lt will take the person taking
it at age 70 until, say, age 83 to pass me in terms of total amount received
from the Social Security Administration. This age is calculated and then
called the "break-even point." People figure that if they die before this
break-even point, they were wise to take SS early. If they live past this
age, they should have delayed.
But unless one is planning not to live past the break even point (an odd
way to plan unless you have a terminal illness), it's foolish not to take advantage of the U.S. Government's offer to raise your current living standard.
For with dynamic programing and consumption smoothing, you can enjoy
your higher living standard now, not later. Coupled with consumption
smoothing, the boost in income available at 70 can be programmed back
into the present through dynamic programming (backward induction).
If you do take it early, and you do die before the break-even point, you
will still have lived on a lower living standard than your clone who chose
to use consumption smoothing to bring future dollars into the present.
There's nothing to celebrate about in your last breath because you will have
lived on a lower lifetime living standard (which is what taking SS early
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entails) just so you could claim to have collected more total dollars from
the US Government (which in that case would be true). It's a nominal
achievement. But this economic analysis is impossible to calculate and
observe without a dynamic program calculator, which is why this rather
obvious point is never made in the popular financial press, and it's also
why conventional wisdom says take Social Security early. As the popular
financial press becomes aware of what many economists know about
dynamic programming, consumption smoothing, and life-cycle planning,
conventional wisdom will change.

n
Spending targets do not have to generate from rules of thumb or the
commercial biases of an investment firm. Economists that understand
and use dynamic programming on these kinds of problems are aware
that a spending target is endogenous. This notion of growth from within
has helped to create new models of economic growth and other dynamic
economic systems. Indeed, one hallmark of contemporary economics is
the sophistication with which it understands dynamic systems such as
economic growth.
Yet it's impossible to meet with a financial planner without being
asked to specify one's retirement-years spending needs-that is, to
impose an external spending target upon your economic system instead
of uncovering the endogenous target from within your economy. Other
conventional calculators allow the client to specifY different targets for up
to three different time periods in retirement. But however it's done-as
based on current spending or on rule-of-thumb estimate-it's a number
external to the complex individual economy. In contrast, with dynamic
programming, we can now determine implicit spending targets as well
as optimize the economy for the highest available spending targets. The
correct solutions to "how much do I have to live on in retirement" are
buried deep in the matrix of interrelated calculations that determine taxes,
spending, income, bequests, children, inheritances, changes in primary and
secondary homes, vacation homes, Social Security variations that get taxed
at different rates for different income levels, individual state tax laws, not
to mention assumptions about inflation and the volatile market. Despite
this complexity they are, after all, just numbers that can be revealed with
dynamic programming and even if it turns out to be "rocket science,"
personal computers can now do rocket science.
Since many people naively approach a conventional financial planner
thinking they are going to learn how much they will have to live on in
retirement, the planner has to be careful about how he or she turns the
tables and puts the question back to the client. The planner (or online
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calculator) can ask the client to produce an annual budget (most do) or
inquire about existing spending or use industry rules of thumb such as
80% of pre-retirement income. Often they use a combination of these
approaches. However, the planning profession is not itself in agreement
about whether 70% or 100% is the best rule of thumb, and as solid research
now shows, the mathematical fact is that even small mistakes in this
exogenous target-guessing-game compound and lead to wildly divergent
saving recommendations.
The endogenous solution to what a household has available to live on
in retirement is a result of exceedingly complex calculations, algorithms
and dynamic programming modules indebted to Richard Bellman. The
solution is a function of dozens if not hundreds of real option choices a
client can make about his or her personal economy. The first, and most
obvious choices have to do with when to begin taking Social Security,
when to retire, how much to save in the 401(k), and so on. The available
choices are partly a function of the user or planner's own creative thinking.
Yet they become even more varied when one realizes that choices can be
made in a wide variety of combinations and timing patterns.
Again, solving for highest and smoothest available living standard (i.e.
discretionary spending remaining after the set of fixed expenses such as
housing, taxes, and retirement savings) is, according to current life-cycle
models, the best way to evaluate options. Solving instead to create a steady
income stream is perilous and misleading as we saw so clearly with Dave's
case in the CBS Marketwatch article analysis above.
Seeing an optimum living standard through time as solution may
befuddle someone steeped in conventional planning models that solve,
not for living standard, but for the likelihood of success of an exogenous
spending target. The endogenous solution is dynamic in that it is responsive
to the changing variables like the cost of our housing going down each
year as inflation balloons everything around us except our fixed mortgage
payment. As we pay less in real terms on housing each year, our tax liability
may change. If our taxes go down, we have more money to spend. If we
consume more, we need more term life insurance to protect this more affluent scenario. Our term insurance has an annual premium that then rises,
which of course creates a slight drain on our present living standard-it's
a morass of mutually influencing variables. A planning calculator that uses
dynamic programming can account for this mutual influence and smooth
the living standard across an entire lifespan, so it responds internally to
these choices and makes adjustments and new recommendations until
it arrives at the optimal solution. This economic web is very complex
across the dimensions of income and expenses, but it becomes even more
complex in its dynamic computations as we see that taking an option on
some future choice compounds backward to this year's living standard.
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Economists refer to the cause of these kinds of intractable problems as the
"curse of dimensionality." Out of this complex economic matrix emerges
(endogenously) the highest sustainable living standard. Kotlikoff describes
the new possibilities of dynamic programming this way:
I think the real story here is that desktop computers are becoming
sufficiently powerful that we can now move [economic modeling] work
from pure research into people's households. People can now price out
their lifestyle choices. How much will getting divorced cost me? Or
having another kid? In eight seconds you can figure out how to raise
your living standard by lOo/o or 12% by, say, deciding to delay taking
your Social Security. It's a gold mine. (Rosenberg 72)

four Case Studies

T

he four illustrations below are intended to demonstrate the power and
application of dynamic programming and consumption smoothing.
Financial planning provides ample opportunity to illustrate this kind of
math since it is, to repeat Bellman, a realm chock-full of planning, decision
making, and thinking amid uncertainty. Consumption smoothing is the
science of economics' prescription for financial planning. Indeed, there are
hundreds, if not thousands, of consumption smoothing programs used in
economic research. All, if properly tuned to the factors addressed below,
would generate the same answers that ESPlanner is providing. So there's
nothing unique, in that sense, to the calculator that I am using. What is
unique, however, is that this is the only commercial planning tool that
uses dynamic programming and generates reports using a consumption
smoothing approach. The value of this approach is very practical. For one,
it makes it possible to compare results of different case studies in terms
ofliving standard rather than income replacement or total consumption,
which, as we saw in Dave's case, is not a bottom line.
The relationship between living standard and consumption is nonlinear. So if the living standard is $20,000 and there are four people in
the household, consumption will not equal $80,000. The non-linearity
reflects two factors.
The first factor is economies in shared living. Going from one person
spending $30,000 on consumption and providing a $30,000 living standard to four people doesn't require four times the amount of consumption
expenditures because many expenditures, such as the TV, lighting, heat,
and kitchen appliances, can be shared.
The second factor is the relative cost of children. Going from two adults
to two adults plus two children doesn't require doubling consumption
expenditures to give everyone the same living standard as the two adults
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A Glossary of Terms Used in These Case Studies
Income

-may reflect money earned from working, money received from pension or
social security. money earned on past investments, or money received as gifts or
inheritances. Income is not living standard.

Consumption

-refers to all discretionary spending by the household other than special
expenditures, housing expenditures, taxes, and insurance premiums.

Recommended annual consumption amounts are calculated in the examples here
in light of the household's current and Future economic resources, its current
and projected future demographic composition, its current and future projected
spending on housing. special expenditures. taxes. and life insurance premiums, and
preferences about how the person would like the living standard to change over time
and in the event of the death of the household head or spouse/partneL
living Standard

-refers to the per-adult consumption of goods and services. As used here. it isjust

like consumption, except that it takes into account economies in shared living-the
fact that two people, including children. living together can jointly consume a
variety of goods, like television viewing, heat. lighting. housing space. and thus enjoy
a higher standard of living than if they lived separately.
Consumption
Smoothing

-refers to the financial planning approach that determines the amounts of
saving and life insurance necessary to smooth the household's living standards
before and after retirement as well as in the event of the death of the household
head or spouse/partner. The calculations in these examples take into account the

households' economic resources, living standard preferences, special expenditures,
estate plans. housing plans, demographic composition, and economic assumptions.
The examples also take into account economies in shared living.

sB
life-Cycle
Model

-the economic theory of saving and insurance that predicts that households will
seek to smooth their living standards over time and preserve that living standard in
the case of the early death of a spouse/partner or partneL

initially have. For kids are relatively cheap compared with parents in providing them the same living standard. [US Dept. of Agriculture provides
statistics; a relative cost of70% of an adult is often used].
So then, given a data set in a personal economy, variables can be changed
and the results evaluated based on which variables provide the highest
discretionary spending, smoothed over a lifetime. Living standard reveals
the bottom line in our economy. For the same reason nobody would
organize a retirement plan around how much in federal tax they wanted to
pay (it's not a bottom line), neither should they organize their retirement
plan around how much income they want to have (also not a bottom line).
The bottom line is living standard (scaled as it is to economies in shared
living), not taxes or income. I will be using the terms "living standard"
and "discretionary spending" synonymously. These illustrations, I hope,
will make all of this discussion more clear.
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"The come in an other mans ground semeth euer more fertyll and
plentifull then doth oure owne"
-Erasmus of Rotterdam, 1545
This great Dutch humanist and theologian was initially very happy in
West Michigan. Having landed a job up in the philosophy department
at Grand Valley State University, he thought he had it made. He liked
his colleagues. But, alas, the grass is always greener ... and soon he was
entertaining an offer from Boston University.
Although no average scholar, he earns the average G VSU Associate
Professor salary, $63,700. When BU offered him their equivalent average
salary of $81,700, he felt an extra 18K was, as his contemporaries now say,
a no-brainer.
But after a little reflection (and a little internet research) he began to
wonder. The Council for Community and Economic Research indicates
that the average cost of living in Boston is 32.98% more than in Grand
Rapids. Housing is even more expensive. He pays $751 per month in rent.
An equivalent Boston apartment will cost him $1,358.
This is just one of several important differences for Erasmus to consider.
A second is taxes. Michigan's tax rate is 3.9 percent; [I ran these numbers
before the recent Michigan tax hike] Massachusetts' rate is 5.3 percent.
And since federal income taxes are assessed on a progressive basis, Erasmus
will pay proportionally more taxes at BU than at GVSU.
A third factor is employer retirement account contributions. Both
GVSU and BU have generous, but quite different plans. GVSU contributes 12 percent ofhis salary to his 403(b) plan and requires no match. BU
has a two-year waiting period to participate in its 403(b). And it requires
a 3 percent employee contribution. For its part, BU contributes 5 to 14
percent of employees' salaries depending on their age, which was modeled
correctly for this case study.
A fourth issue is Social Security benefits. Erasmus will have to pay
more FICA taxes at BU because ofhis higher income, but he'll also receive
higher benefits once he retires. Of course his Social Security benefits may
be subject to federal income taxes depending on the level of his other
retirement income.
He realizes the 21st century has certain advantages, and he followed
the work of Bellman in the early 1950s. So he downloaded the ESPlanner
calculator to help him solve this incredibly complex career decision. He
entered his salary, rent, and retirement benefits relative to each university
in two different profiles for comparison (other than rent, he ignored the
relatively higher cost ofliving in Boston). The software calculates related
state and federal tax, taking account, of course, of the pre-retirement tax
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advantages of the 403(b) plans. All told, his annual lifetime living standard
while working at GVSU is $30,734. At BU it is $29,307.
Contrary to his initial assumption, his GVSU job provides him a
(slightly) higher living standard, despite his $18,000 lower annual salary.
And this conclusion ignores the fact that his final living standard dollars
will not go as far in Boston as they will in Grand Rapids because of the
32.98% higher cost of living in Boston.
Were he to teach up the road in Big Rapids where the retirement plan
is not nearly so generous as at GVSU (a simple 3% match), Erasmus would
enjoy a living standard of just $27,828, making the BU offer look much
better. But as it now stands, BU will have to pony up another $3,050 (on
top of the $81,700 they already offered!) in annual salary to make Erasmus
an equivalent living standard as he has now at GVSU.
Dynamic programming overcomes lots of"chicken and egg" or simultaneity problems. Income and taxes, for example, have a mutual influence:
our income is impacted by taxes and taxes impact income. A larger labor
income at BU will create a larger Social Security check in the future, which
must be accounted for in the present by regulating saving now in anticipation of a different future tax burden. This is one example of the kind of
"overlapping sub-problems" that dynamic programming solves.

6o
The Merely Meritorious: The Practical Meaning of a Onepercent Merit Raise.
Each year we read Faculty Activity Reports and follow Faculty Handbook
procedures in order to determine merit raises. Since I arrived at GVSU
in 1995, the annual raises seem to have been between 3 and 6 percent. Of
course, those are nominal raises. Since 1990, annual inflation has hovered
at historically low levels-averaging under 3 percent per year. So let's
assume that inflation is 3% and say our raises in real terms have been from
0 to 3 percent. What then is the advantage to lifetime living standard to
receive, say, (using nominal percentages), a 4 % "extra merit" raise in a
given year rather than the standard 3 % merit raise? What does a onepercent advantage mean in terms of sustainable, smooth, living standard
over one's lifetime?
Goodman Brown and Nick Adams, each 37 years old, joined the English Department at GVSU. They are making $50,000 in annual salary and
doing well. But Adams' publication record has caught the department's
eye, and he received an extra merit raise. This year it's 4% (nominal), just
one-percent better than his colleague Brown received. It doesn't sound
like much-just $500 more for next year bringing his salary to $50,500 for
next year and every year thereafter measured in today's dollars assuming
that future raises merely keep pace with 3% inflation.
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However, this means that Adams' Fidelity account is going to receive
future deposits from the University of $6,060 (today's dollars) instead
of the $6,000 that Brown receives-and that will continue for the next
twenty-eight years of his work life.These higher earnings will cost him an
extra $40.00 annually for FICA tax and his Federal and State taxes will
be progressively higher each year. But if all things hold steady, Adams will
now collect an annual Social Security payment at 65 of $18,879 whereas
Brown (who oddly enough has the exact same pre-G VSU earnings history
as Adams) will receive $18,769. That's just a little over $100 more each
year. But the Fidelity account has also been collecting more each year from
GVSU.They are both projecting a 6% nominal rate of return on their assets
throughout their entire lives. Brown will have an annual withdrawal of
$11,223 (today's dollars) beginning at age 66 until every dollar is spent
at age 100; Adams will withdraw $11,329, slightly more each year for the
same time period because of the added employer contributions.
So how do we finally compare the two cases? The dynamic programming calculator is able to smooth the living standard through a strategy
of annual saving (with interest) and withdraw so that the highest (and
smoothest) living standard is calculated for both. For Brown, this bottom
line is an annual living standard of $29,643 and for Adams it is $30,001.
This $358 (it translates to a 1.21% annual living standard advantage) is
sustained every year from age 37 to lOO.That bottom line reflects all the
current knowable variables such as federal and Michigan tax rates, whether
or not they can itemize deductions, tax on Social Security (if applicable),
403(b) taxable withdrawals given the specific tax bracket of each, etc.
So as not to fall behind, Brown decides to teach a summer class. Given
that GVSU will pay him 12.5% of his base, he thinks this should do the
trick. It will boost his FICA contribution, but not his Fidelity contribution (his choice). What's the outcome? After teaching one summer course,
his lifetime living standard rises to $29,m.That's not enough (remember, Adams is at $30,001 after his 1% raise), so Brown teaches the next
summer again. That did the trick: now he's got an annual living standard
of $29,878-almost equal to Adams.
Before we leave Brown and Adams, their case offers a convenient way to
understand two key concepts made possible by dynamic programming:
consumption smoothing and optimization.
1. Spend Everything Now, Smooth Consumption Later
This approach is perhaps everyone's default position. If Brown spends
everything he's got, he'll have $38,006 to spend until he reaches age 65.
We can smooth his consumption from that point on, and with retirement
and Social Security, his living standard will drop to $20,195.1hat's a 479n
drop in living standard at age 65. Of course this is why we save.
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B premiums, inflation, fixed mortgage payments, children being born and
leaving the home, and other special receipts and expenditures.

Raise the Base or Take the Stipend?
When I became department Chair four years ago, the university had just
stopped giving raises to the base salary and moved instead to a stipend
payment to compensate unit heads. I've always figured this was to the
University's advantage, but without dynamic programming, it's virtually
impossible to track the implications for retirement, state and federal taxes,
FICA taxes, Social Security, and then back through these implications
to smoothest possible living standard so that a fair comparison can be
made evident.
Bill is 48 years old. He makes $65,000 and takes the 12% 403(b)
employer contribution and also contributes 7K to the 403(b) on his own.
He has accumulated $200,000 in his Fidelity 403(b) account and has
$20,000 in regular assets. He has a 150K thirty-year mortgage. His current
lifetime living standard is $32,066 in today's dollars.
He has been offered a 12K annual stipend each year if he agrees to do
administrative work over the twelve months. The university does not adjust
for inflation, so at the end of his six-year period (in 2014), the amount will
erode to $10,351 in today's dollars. With this arrangement-ifhe completes
six-years of service as unit head-he will have a living standard of$34,622
every year from age 47 through 100-an 8o/o better living standard over
not doing the Chair work.
Or to put things differently, if instead he were to get a 9o/o nominal
raise to his base salary, he would also get a corresponding raise in ongoing
employer 403(b) contributions relative to the new base salary. This, along
with the greater contribution to FICA (Social Security) and the improved
Social Security at 65, would produce living standard slightly better than
the six-year, 12K stipend-i.e., a living standard of$34,770 (compared to
$34,622). Keep in mind this is a 6o/o real raise, equivalent to a 9o/o nominal
raise (which is how our raises are normally reported).
Would the university give him a one-time permanent 9o/o raise to his
base salary instead of a 12K annual stipend for six years (in gradually
inflation-eroded dollars)? If so, he could take it knowing that he would
be doing slightly better than the 12K stipend.
If he decides instead that he wants to serve as Chair for just a threeyear period, his living standard becomes $34,047, a 6.18% living standard
improvement compared to not serving as Chair. In this case, the equivalent
raise in base pay is 3o/o real (6o/o nominal) which provides him a living
standard of $34,047, a perfect living standard match to the annual 12K
they are offering him. If he is asked to serve as chair for three years, he
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can feel fine about taking either 12K per year for three years or a 6% onetime nominal raise.
The fifty-two year trajectory on these two options is worth comparing since the yield exactly the same living standard. They are presented
on the next page.

The Cost of Early Retirement
Gina Posada is 56 years old, and she just received her 20-year pin at GVSU.
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She'd like to know what it would cost to retire early. Her husband also
works at G VSU in Accounting. She earns 70K; her spouse is the same age
and earns 40K per year. Together, they have 325K in a 403(b). They both
receive the 12% employer contribution and they each contribute 6% of
their own to the 403(b) and $3,700 each per year in a ROTH. We assume
3% inflation every year and that their regular and retirement assets earn a
steady 8% nominal return. They own a home with 17 years remaining on
the $lOOK loan balance. They have no children and are unaware of any
special expenses or receipts in their future. They want to maintain their
current living standard their entire life if possible. This baseline household
living standard (i.e. consumption) is $55,676.
What's the cost of an extra year of retirement? That is, how much
will household living standard drop (now and in the future) if she makes
age 63, rather than age 64 the last year of work? This seems like a simple
question until you try to do the math. Consider the following complexities
if Gina retires just one year early:
1. With no labor income, Gina will pay less federal, state, and FICA

at age 64, but because she'll have to save more leading up to age 64,
she'll have to pay extra tax on that asset income.
2. One year's less labor earnings could impact Social Security income
at 65 by a little or a lot-this will need to be calculated and its impact
understood, not only from 65 on, but because we are smoothing living
standard, also its impact from 56 through 64.
3. Retiring a year early means one less year of 12% contributions
from GVSU, which, like Social Security, will be felt every year into
the future.
4. With a lower future living standard, she'll need less life insurance, which means lower premiums, which means a higher living
standard ... you get the idea: consumption smoothing alone requires
dynamic programing-add these contingencies and the complexity
compounds.
Dynamic programming software solves the problem in seconds. Gina's
household can spend $55,676 annually from age 56-100, and 4.97% less
($52,910 per year) if she only works through age 63 instead of 64.
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Is this a lot? A little? Gina will have to decide. But presented this way
is a far different proposition than simply imagining a loss of $70,000 for
a single year and guessing about how that might work out.
Let's explore this case a bit more.
If they both work through age 64 and begin taking Social Security at
65, their annual household living standard is, as pointed out above, a steady
$55,676 from their current age 56 through 100. This is a smooth living
standard throughout their life. Now what about early retirement?
If Gina begins retirement at 60, discontinues her ROTH contributions
now and her employer and individual contributions at 60, her household's
living standard becomes $44,529 at age 56 and beyond. This is down $11,147
annually, or 20%.
Perhaps that's a bigger lifetime hit than she wants to take. If, however,
she decides to work at the university part time (5-year phased retirement
from 60-65), take half her salary and just half of the employer 403(b)
contribution and adjust individual contributions to 6% as well as discontinue her ROTH contribution, her household living standard would
drop by $8,140 prior to full retirement and by $6,246 after full retirement
through age 100.

I

n all of these illustrations, we can see dynamic programming at work.
After an analysis of many different types of dynamic programming
models, Bellman concluded:
An interesting fact that emerged from this detailed scrutiny was that
the way one utilized resources depended critically upon the level of
these resources, and the time remaining in the process .... A solution
is not merely a set of functions of time, or a set of numbers, but a rule
telling the decision maker what to do: a policy. (180)

This is the heart of dynamic programming, and it's easy to see why
its application to personal financial economics is relevant, yet difficult to
understand why there's but one commercial software program designed
to make this specific application. But to temper this criticism, I should
point out that Bellman says that it took him several years to understand
the relevance ofhis own discoveries. "Scientific developments can always be
made logical and rational with sufficient hindsight. It is amazing, however,
how clouded the crystal ball looks beforehand. We all wear such intellectual
blinders and make such inexplicable blunders that it is amazing that any
progress is made at all" (182).
The RAND Corporation offers an online archive of hundreds of
Bellman's articles and monographs. The titles indicate that his ideas were
applicable to everything from gaming theory to satellite guidance systems.
Bellman had to disguise the fact that he was doing math research and
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theory within the RAND Corporation because then SecretaryofDefense
Charles Wilson loathed "research."Yet he knew his dynamic programming
equations would pay long-term dividends. Repeating Rust's comment in
the Palgrave Dictionary of Economics, dynamic programming "is now
widely regarded as the single most important tool in economics." It's not
surprising that its application fits so well with retirement planning, for lifecycle planning or retirement planning is, if nothing else, about sequential
decision -making under uncertainty. It would seem that dynamic programming was designed specifically for this real world application.
For Bellman, applied mathematics was more challenging than theoretical math, and he was eager to make this point among his colleagues.
The modern world, he felt, was a great heuristic that could open entirely
new domains of mathematics. His inventive nature seemed to thrive on
the openness he envisioned. A colleague once complained that dynamic
programming lacked rigor. Bellman reportedly replied, "Of course not. It's
not even precise. A good principle should guide the intuition" (174). The
economic planning calculator used to solve the puzzles presented above is
incredibly precise, yet it also engages the user in an intuitive and somewhat
imaginative act. It's in the nature of a personal economy to be open-ended
with multiple solutions to any one problem. Other people might use
the calculator to find optimization strategies relevant to the questions
presented above that are different from what I imagined. However, it
seems to me that the program does indeed guide the intuition of even
the beginning user. And although I don't claim to understand the math
behind it, my hunch is that the experience of using Kotlikoff's calculator
is somehow isomorphic to Bellman's dynamic program algorithms that
make it work.
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